GE Intelligent Platforms

Increase production, productivity, and safety with the GE Production Wellhead RTU Solution

GE Intelligent Platforms Connected Controls Production Wellhead RTU Solution monitors, diagnoses, connects, and maintains remote Oil & Gas assets with integrated control and safety, low power consumption, hardened environmental specs, and advanced diagnostics.

In today’s competitive market, you need...
- Increased uptime in harsh environments
- Ease of regulatory compliance and system maintenance
- Increased asset production, data management, and analysis

The high-performance GE production wellhead RTU solution features...
- Robust, hardened RTU platform
- Plug & play, hot-standby, non-duplicative redundancy
- TÜV SIL2 certified integrated safety and control
- Integrated intrinsic safety for Zone 1 and Zone 2 hazardous areas
- Advanced monitoring & safety diagnostics
- Minimum power usage for solar power efficiency
- Pre-Engineered Software Solutions
- Remote connectivity via licensed radio bands

Coupled with our 20+ years of expertise in the Oil & Gas market, the GE production wellhead RTU solution offers pipeline-to-storage connection of machinery and resources to unleash the power of data management and analysis to optimize yield and reduce downtime, even under the harshest of conditions.

Learn more at: www.ge-ip.com/well-to-tank
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